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Description
Everything CROCHET, all in one place!
This comprehensive reference work filled with photos and step-by-step instructions is the competent companion for beginner and advanced 
crocheters. From making your first stitch and learning basic techniques through to complex stitch patterns and specialised skills such as Tunisian 
crochet, Irish lace, colour work of all sorts, and other exciting ways to crochet, this book is the ultimate guide for every crochet enthusiast!
Traditional techniques such as working in rows and rounds, cables and post stitches, lace, and filet crochet are explained in detail. Learn to 
understand crochet symbols and work from charts, and understand the "code" of written crochet instructions. Specific patterns for granny 
squares and basic socks, hats, and mittens are also included, as well as a section of stitches for inspiration. More than 1100 photos and 
illustration, helpful tables, great tips, and 100 FAQs complete your education. A complete index makes it easy to find whatever you need. The 
Complete Crochet Handbook covers it all!

About the Author
Eveline Hetty-Burkart works as a freelance editor and author for magazine and book publishers. Although crochet is her favourite needle-art, her 
field of work includes a wide variety of handicraft techniques from design to creative implementation to instructions. She is co-author of 
The New Crochet Stitch Dictionary.
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